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Abstract 

Machismo and marianismo are among the most significant and pervasive concepts ascribed 
to gender behavior and values within Latin America and its diaspora. Yet, little research 
addresses the problematic origins, applications, effects, and continued tenacity of this binary. 
The present study contributes to the contested debate over the machismo-marianismo dichotomy 
and questions the legitimacy of this paradigm for studying and characterizing gender in Latin 
America. Through a content analysis of a hundred-unit sample, the present paper sets out to 
examine how gender is presented in pornographic comics sold throughout Mexico and to what 
extent those representations align with the characteristics outlined by the marianismo-
machismo model of gender. Many inconsistencies were found between 
theorized gender practices in Latin America and the portrayals of men and women found in the 
comic imaginary. The narratives and sketches of men and women examined here raise questions 
about the ways in which Latin American and Latino masculinity and femininity have been 
traditionally understood and studied. 
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Introduction 

Comic books have an immense cultural significance within Mexico, illustrated by a 

major book vendor’s comment just prior to the opening of a 1987 comic exhibition in Mexico 

City: “In Mexico, the comic book is an object of the utmost necessity”i. Indeed, comics first 

emerged in Mexico during the early decades of the twentieth century, at first only imported 

translations of American strips that quickly evolved into a thriving, local comic-book industry. 

While borrowing only basic conventions found in U.S. comic writings, Mexican comics today 

have a very regional voice which speak directly to Hispanic audiences and incorporate distinct 

Mexican valuesii. Readership of comic books within Mexico is difficult to quantify since second-

hand circulation is quite prevalent. However, the popularity of the medium is undeniable with 

conservative estimates pointing to more than a quarter-billion of comics consumed every month 

and leading some to conclude that “Mexico and Japan have become the world’s only true comic-

book cultures”iii. Such numbers signify the pervasive nature of the comic book in Mexican 

society, rendering comics an especially useful instrument for examining broader social 

discourses. Of particular interest to the present work is the distinct subgenre of pornographic 

comics or sensacionales as they are known in Mexico. Through a content analysis of these 

sensacionales, this paper sets out to examine societal perceptions on sexuality and gender, as 

revealed through the narrative and visual representations of men and women found in the pages 

of these comics. In doing so, the present study explores the following questions: 1) In what ways 

are men and women depicted in Mexican erotic comics? 2) What might these representations 

signify for broader socio-cultural considerations on gender and sexuality? 3) In what ways do 

depictions of women and men in pornographic comics problematize earlier theoretical constructs 

on Latin American gender and sexuality—namely, marianismo and machismo? 

Literature Review 

Some scholars have utilized the comic as an object of study for Latin American research, 

linking the genre to larger historical, political, and economic change. Yet many of these scholars 

lament the paucity in attention paid to comics despite the medium’s cultural significance and 

high levels of readership throughout Latin America. Nowhere is this scholarly omission more 

objectionable than in Mexico, given the country’s long-established affinity and production of 
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historietas. Indeed, as Ricardo Pelaez's expressed in “Mexican Comics: A Bastion of 

Imperfection”: “It is paradoxical that Mexico hasn't been studied through its comics, since this is 

one of the more eloquent languages speaking for the country”iv. Needless to say, even less 

research has been pursued connecting graphic narratives with Hispanic sexuality and gender 

practices, let alone scholarship specifically addressing either erotic or Mexican contexts. For 

historical context, Anne Rubenstein’s Bad Language, Naked Ladies, and Other Threats to the 

Nation: A Political History of Comic Books in Mexico (1998) offers the most comprehensive 

survey of the Mexican comic strip. While Rubenstein only addresses erotic comics tangentially, 

her analysis does offer some remarks which inform the present study: namely an account of 

moral objections to comics, the beginnings of a gendered counter-discourse to conservative 

values, and the use of comics as a space for socio-cultural negotiation and dissent. This study 

seeks to expand on Rubenstein’s preliminary analyses of gender portrayals in Mexican comic 

books while also appropriating her claims of artifact-as-discursive-space to connect these textual 

portrayals with broader societal dialogues on femininity. 

 With respect to the subgenre of the erotic comic, Paula Klein Jara's (2015) article 

“Reflexiones para un acercamiento al pornocómic mexicano” considers the specific elements of 

the Mexican porno-comic for the purpose of proposing a methodological approach for future 

studies on the genre. Jara attempts to locate the various disciplines to which porno-comic 

belongs, ultimately situating the subgenre simultaneously and equally within the space of visual 

art, literature, communication studies, and cultural studies. As such, Jara indicates the necessity 

to provide equal treatment to these leanings when interpreting these materials as well as the need 

to address the double language (text and image) of the porno-comic. The present author is in 

agreement with Jara’s conclusion that such an approach speaks to the varied ways of reading 

these materials by different audiences—whether it be those readers that place greater emphasis 

on the image to those that lend greater attention to the comic’s text. While the article dubiously 

attests in its introduction that Mexican porno-comics serve as “a reaffirmation of machismo” 

(80) seemingly with no reference nor evidence to persuade the reader, the issues raised and 

methodological challenges outlined in Jara's work have certainly informed the multi-discplinary 

model, inclusion of comic excerpts, and balanced attention to visual and text elements found in 

my own study of pornogaphic Mexican comics.  
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José Gamboa Cetina draws similar conclusion in his 2009 article “Mensajes misógenos 

en los cómics eróticos mexicanos” regarding the nature of the gendered portrayals found in these 

types of comics. Like Jara, Gamboa Cetina presents the reader with an array of misogynistic 

narrative elements as reflective of a broader ‘machismo’ culture:  

The narrative is basically machista, in which physical force dominates...the woman 
does not have an important place; she is the damsel-in-distress who must be 
rescued, a tiny, saintly woman waiting for the hero or the gallant; here the woman is 
like a passive entity and even a fool, since in desperate situations she does exactly 
what she should not. [p. 176] 

Yet at no point does the author attempt to unpack the term ‘machista’ nor offer an explanation as 

to why North American comics with similar characteristics evade the ‘machista’ label. Hence, 

this article’s deliberate consideration of how gender representations within erotic Mexican 

comics adhere to or disrupt prevailing theories about Latin American gender and sexuality serves 

as an alternative to Jara’s, Gamboa Cetina’s, and other scholars’ casual and assumptive usage of 

terms like ‘machismo’ and ‘marianismo’.  

Equally relevant to graphic dialogues on gender is Harold Hinds and Charles Tatum’s 

“Images of Women in Mexican Comic Books” (1984), which found that representations of 

women within popular strips generally conform to widespread beliefs regarding Mexican 

womanhood. In defining these widely-held stereotypes, the authors characterize the Mexican 

woman as displaying “self-sacrificing masochism, dependency, and submission to the male” 

(Hinds & Tatum 1984, 149). While acknowledging the merit of Hinds and Tatum’s singular 

efforts to understand comic representations of Mexican women, this article problematizes their 

study’s uncritical use of conventional gender paradigms for studying the female condition. 

Moreover, given that masculinity and femininity are co-existing constructs that inform norms 

and beliefs in relation to one another where practicing masculinity becomes “what men and boys 

do” while femininity comes to signify “the Other of that” (Connell 1995, 71), it seems remiss 

that Hinds and Tatum focus solely on female portrayals to the neglect of discussing equally-

revealing representations of men. Hence, the present study not only seeks to first offer a holistic 

analysis of gendered portrayals—both male and female—but also to conduct research that 

questions and challenges abstract theorizing on Latin American gender relations that currently 

plagues current the scholarly field.  
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Stimulated by recent theoretical introspections of Latin American gender scholarsv, this 

study adopts a skepticism towards the field's tendency for universality and acknowledges that 

much scholarship dealing in Latin America “has been badly served by reductionist views of how 

gender operates there” (Behar 2002, 10). These sweeping assumptions and master narratives on 

Latin American gender have often served to decontextualize the use of such categories as 

patriarchy, produce stark dichotomies that lack nuance, and ignore regional variance of lived 

experiences (Hurtig & Montoya 2005, 188). The present article aspires to model best practices in 

its refusal to acquiesce to entrenched concepts that have, until recently, delimited the boundaries 

of research on gendered status in Latin America. 

The Marianismo-Machismo Dichotomy 

Specifically, this article presents and confronts marianismo (a passive, nurturing role for 

women) and machismo (an exaggerated masculinity for men): two dominant gender dimensions 

often cited by North American scholars when studying Latin America (DeSouza et al. 2004). As 

gender theories, machismo and marianismo function as counterpoints to one another where the 

spheres of each define and shape the other. In other words, we can speak of a machismo-

marianismo dichotomy where the sphere of what constitutes femininity is constructed from what 

masculinity is not, and vice versa. In this way, we arrive at the polar nature of the machismo-

marianismo dichotomy that places women as asexual and men as promiscuous, women in the 

home and men in the public sphere, women as victims of abuse and men as their abusers, and so 

on. Such rigid divisions of social roles and expectations sketches a “static, caricatured vision of 

Latin American men and women” instead of indicating more realistic gradations and ambiguities 

in gender roles within different contexts and situations (Fuller 1995, 4).  Moreover, time and 

again researchers have demonstrated an unyielding commitment to this inflexible machismo-

marianismo dichotomy “even when data cried for different interpretations” (Toro-Morn 2008, 

279). In this way, social science literature and popular media's use of the machismo and 

marianismo as universally opposed and complementary categories produces a “pervasive 

distortion of Latin America and the Caribbean as societies in which Latino men are always 

‘traditional and machistas’ and Latina women are always submissive 'marianistas’” (Toro-Morn 

2008, p. 278). In order to more fully understand the ways in which gendered representations 
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found in erotic Mexican comics dispute the machismo-marianismo dichotomy, it is necessary to 

first review the origins, key concepts, main assumptions, and major critiques of both terms. 

Marianismo 

My study, in part, evaluates portrayals of women in erotic Mexican comics against the 

construct of marianismo, a term first coined by political scientist Evelyn Stevens 1973 essay, 

“Marianismo: The Other Face of Machismo”. For Stevens, marianismo outlines “a well-defined 

pattern of beliefs and behaviors centered on popular acceptance of a stereotype of the ideal 

woman” exhibited by “Latin American cultures—from the Rio Grande to the Tierra del Fuego” 

and “ubiquitous in every social class” (9). As theorized by Stevens, marianismo describes the 

cultural behaviors and norms within Hispanic communities that place female docility, humility, 

submissiveness, endurance of suffering, and sexual purity as the ideal of true femininity and 

marker of female spiritual superiority. Such gender expectations then result in social structures 

where Latin American women live in the shadow of their husbands and children, supporting 

them silently and continuously. Modeled upon the venerated figure of the Virgin Mary, Stevens 

claims Latin American women tend to embrace marianismo—rather than having the tradition 

imposed upon them by men—since the tradition lends them a moral authority over men and a 

sense of power in the domestic domain (95). As such, marianismo has also been referred to as 

Guadalupismo: an idealized version of women as virgins or mothers (Baró 1988), Hembrismo: a 

moral superiority and male undervaluing exercised by self-sacrificing women (Ruiz 1975), or 

simply conflated with the phenomenon of machismo. To this day, marianismo and its variants 

continue to be referenced and employed as a serious conceptual framework for scholars writing 

on Latin American women as well as Latina-Chicana matters.  

Indeed, in his preface to Steven's republished work in Confronting Change, Challenging 

Tradition: Woman in Latin American History, Yeager (1998) notes the enormous weight 

attached to the concept of marianismo where “marianismo has been the organizing tenet of Latin 

American women's studies [in the USA] since the appearance of Evelyn Steven's essay” (3). 

Similarly, Ehlers (1991) acknowledges how marianismo as a framework of gender relations and 

femininity “has evolved into a nearly universal model of the behavior of Latin American 

women” (1). Many of the scholars that apply the term marianismo either focus on the 
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victimization and disenfranchisement of Latin American women living under marianist norms1, 

while others direct their attention on women's capacity to manage or manipulate marianismo 

when transforming marainist behaviors like suffering, self-sacrifice, purity, and moral superiority 

into social or political influence2. Yet those latter scholars that focus on the management of 

marianismo as a means of resisting hierarchical power relations ultimately present conclusions 

that indicate the limitations of this marianista manipulation and highlight the hazards in 

positioning marianismo as a form of feminine empowerment, warning that such a model may 

well reify female subordination (Hagene 166). 

Whether applying marianismo to describe the subordinate position of Latin American 

women or to demonstrate the ways in which these women use marianismo to partly gain 

influence, the scholars that continue to use the term fail to recognize the ways in which the 

marianismo model confines and stagnates our understanding of the female condition in Latin 

America. However, following a tide of feminist self-reflection, emergent scholars in Latin 

American gender studies have criticized and even attempted to debunk Steven’s theory and 

criticize the varied applications of marianismo on the basis that its usage oversimplifies societal 

gender arrangements and does not truly reflect authentic, present-day social conditions. Some of 

the most valid and ground-breaking criticisms of the marianismo framework derive from Marysa 

Navarro’s work “Against Marianismo” (2002) which criticizes those “many scholars [who] seem 

to believe that marianismo describes a situation that exists” (257). In the study, Navarro 

describes Steven’s concept of marianismo as an "extrapolation from impressionistic data that has 

been used mistakenly to account for the gender arrangements of an entire continent" (Navarro 

258). Navarro goes on to demonstrate the various flaws of marianismo, thereby illustrating its 

“ahistorical, essentialist, anachronistic, and orientalist” nature (270). Instead, she calls upon 

Latin Americanists and feminist scholars to ground analyses in cultural, geographic, and historic 

specificity with regards to gender roles, perceptions, and relationships. Yet in spite of the 

                                                 
1 For example, Melhuus (1992) points to the cooperation of Mexican women in the maintenance of marianismo and 
its attached moral superiority from which they partly benefit. However, Melhuus posits that the use of marianismo 
ultimately limits women who have no other moral paradigm with sufficient legitimacy to lean upon and goes on to 
highlights] the ways in which marianismo continues to curb Latin American women’s agency.  
2 For example, Fabj (1993) has used the latter approach in her analysis of the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo in 
Argentina, which she presents as women who, for decades, have been able to show public political resistance based 
on the marianista image of superiority and purity. However, Fabj couches this political resistance as a limited 
strategy that perpetuates masculine domination and opens the possibility of appropriating female political sway for 
patriarchal interests. 
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problematic nature of the marianismo framework, scholars continue to uncritically engage with 

the concept in their scholarship, often with little to no acknowledgement of the various 

indictments against Steven’s original premise.3 Navarro urges scholars to discard marianismo 

since it resembles a “highly prickly and particularly sterile barbed wire that has fenced in 

research on women and gender in Latin America for far too long” (270). The present paper aims 

to offer insight on the validity of marianismo through the lens of Mexican pornographic comics. 

In doing so, this analysis questions the theoretical frameworks imposed on the study of women in 

Latin America and employs the grounded, evidence-based specificity Navarro prescribes. 

Machismo 

This study also tests the legitimacy of machismo against representations of masculinity 

found in Mexican erotic comics. Whereas marianismo purports to describe the female condition 

in Latin America, machismo functions as its counterpoint to characterize Latin American men’s 

gendered behavior and identity. As a manifestation of machismo, the macho or machista man is 

expected to be prideful, honor-driven, invulnerable, and fearless in his interactions with other 

men. In relation to women, the ideal macho is unequivocally heterosexual with a virile, even 

uncontrollable sex drive that invariably leads to sexual aggression towards women, emotional 

detachment, philandering, and siring of illegitimate children. The general understanding of 

machismo places men as the main provider and absolute head of the household, exercising 

complete authority over wife and child. Yet the machista’s penchant for womanizing and 

procreation outside of marriage often leads to the disruption of the traditional household; 

carrying a strong association with domestic violence and child abandonment (Anders, 1993). 

Less-recognized qualities associated with machismo—namely the more positive or non-

destructive characteristics—include bravery, humility, respect, chivalry, and an interest in the 

                                                 
3 A few examples of subsequent work which invoke marianismo see Gil, R. M., & Vazquez, C. I. (2014). The Maria 
paradox: How Latinas can merge old world traditions with new world self-esteem. Open Road Media; Mendez-
Luck, C., and Anthony, K. (2015) “Marianismo and Caregiving Role Beliefs Among US-Born and Immigrant 
Mexican Women.” The Journals of Gerontology Series B: Psychological Sciences and Social Sciences; Hussain, K. 
M., Leija, S. G., Lewis, F., & Sanchez, B. (2015). Unveiling Sexual Identity in the Face of Marianismo. Journal of 
Feminist Family Therapy, 27(2), 72-92; Carranza, M. E. (2013). Value transmission among Salvadoran mothers and 
daughters: Marianismo and sexual morality. Child and Adolescent Social Work Journal, 30(4), 311-327; K.T. 2012. 
"The influence of marianismo beliefs on physical activity of immigrant Latinas." Journal of transcultural nursing 
23, no. 2: 124-133. 
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welfare and dignity of loved ones, including providing for, protecting, and defending family, 

friends, and even less-fortunate members of society (Torres, Solberg, & Carlstrom 2002). 

Many academic writings consider machismo to be the defining essence of the Latin 

American man, yet almost universally speak of the supposed cultural trait in disparaging terms, 

namely as “the scourge infecting all warm bodies that speak Spanish” that has “remained 

unchanged through the ages, since the Conquest nearly five hundred years ago” (Gutmann 1996, 

220). Despite carrying the connotation of a seemingly ageless quality within Latin American 

manhood, the terms machismo and macho themselves bear relatively recent roots. Indeed, the 

term machismo only emerged in the 1940s and 1950s through North American scholarship, but 

so rapidly gained prominence that by the 1960s the word became commonplace in both Mexican 

and U.S. popular culture. While unable to attribute its influence to any single author as is the 

case with marianismo, Beatrice Griffith in American Me is credited with the earliest appearance 

of the term in English print (Gutmann 1996, 227). As a Los Angeles social worker in the 1930s 

and 1940s, Griffith's 1948 book was her published impressions of those Mexican American 

youth with whom she worked whose violent behavior and flagrant delinquency could be 

attributed directly to the culturally-specific phenomenon of machismo (Griffith 1948, 50–51).  

While by no means the seminal work on machismo, Griffith’s informal reflections 

regarding machismo and approach for its study as a “sensitive observer of social conflict” did 

offer a precedent for the study of machismo more generally (Madrid Barela 1973, 38). Following 

in the vein of Griffith, a barrage of US-trained psychologists, anthropologists, sociologists, social 

workers, and ambiguous ‘observers’ in the 1950s and 1960s sought to diagnose the presumed 

social afflictions of Latin Americans, both abroad and domestic. Like Griffith, these analysts 

identified machismo as a sweeping explanation for those problems, precipitously linking their 

cursory observations from brief stints in the field to an all-encompassing theory on masculinity 

(Mirandé, 1997). In their work on machismo, these writers established it as a presumptive and 

obvious ingredient to all Latin American contexts, easily discernible to even the most casual 

onlooker. Indeed, Evelyn Steven—whose canonical work on marianismo extended to an analysis 

of its related male paradigm— remarks that “almost anyone who has lived for some time in Latin 

America includes [machismo’s] many manifestations in a list of distinguishing characteristics of 

the region” and that “a chorus of observers sees its ramifications in every social class and in 
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every country of Latin America” (Stevens 1965, 848; 1973, 91). Yet as Mirandé (1997) notes, 

much of this early ethnographic research was “carried out by culturally insensitive and 

linguistically limited outsiders” (1997, 5–6), thus compromising the legitimacy of their findings 

and generalizations regarding machismo and Mexican/Latino gender roles more broadly.  

Beyond cursory observations in the field, this initial wave of North American scholarship 

also Machismo was promptly swept up in Cold War area studies, appearing frequently in an 

spate of literature examining the ‘Latin’ character and its attendant social ills—including the 

region's supposedly regressive gender and sexual landscape. Finding legitimacy in this particular 

academic climate, machismo flourished. Since its first appearance in 1948, the majority of U.S. 

scholars writing on Latin America almost uniformly employ the term ‘machismo’ in pejorative 

ways, drawing associations with chauvinism, degenerative masculinity, aggression, narcissism, 

sexual promiscuity, sexual anxiety, familial dysfunction, hypersensitivity, homophobia, 

alcoholism, militarism, authoritarianism, and violence against women (Aramoni, 1972; Kiser 

1956; Bolton 1979; Fromm 1970; Hayden 1966; Ruiz 1981; Boulette, 1977; Erlanger 1979; 

Bollinger 1985; Hewes, 1954; Browne 1968; Lewis 1971; Mosher & Tompkins 1988).  

Yet, a small but important contingent of Chicano scholars emerged in the late 1970s and 

early 80s critiquing such unilateral understandings of machismo. Complicating the landscape of 

Hispanic manhood and masculinity, early revisionist authors like Kinzer (1973), Mirandé (1977), 

Cromwell & Ruiz (1979), De La Cancela (1981), and Baca Zinn (1982) advocated a more 

integrated understanding of Latin/o masculinity as intersectional or interrelated with factors such 

as class, citizenship, race, ethnicity, sexuality, and politics. Moreover, these early critics called 

for bidimensional examinations of machismo that include more than just negative aspects of 

Latin hypermasculinity and captures the diversity in meanings attributed to machismo over time 

within Latin America which had been ignored or lost in translation in previous literature. As 

Casteñada (1996) notes:   

Machismo is complex and multifaceted and too often, in Anglo-American 
interpretations, reduced to self-aggrandizing male bravado that flirts with 
physical harm to be sexual, like some rutting for the right to pass on 
genes. Pues [Well], there is another machismo that is quite different. (p. 
37) 
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These researchers concerned with a fuller, more balanced conception of machismo within Latin 

American and Latino cultures have attempted to establish positive dimensions consistent with the 

machismo behavioral system including a strong family-orientation, personality, respect for self 

and others, work ethic, romantic tenderness, and strength of will as well as a profound sense of 

responsibility, self-confidence, dignity, pride, valor, autonomy, and protectiveness of the family 

and its honor (Baca-Zinn 1980; De La Cancela 1981, 1986, 1991; R. A. Ruiz, 1981; Casas et al. 

1994; Falicov, 1998; Mirandé 1988, 1991, 1997; Fuller 1995). In this way, these pioneering 

authors invalidated the absolutist, static, and endemic vision of machismo, instead presenting a 

masculine alterity rich with variations, gradations, obscurities, and contradictions. Yet little 

attention was paid by these early Chicano scholars to the reasons for machismo’s emergence in 

scholarly literature and the pernicious impact it would have in shaping Anglo perspectives of 

Latin America. Ultimately these initial critics of machismo did not disrupt the narrative of 

machismo as peculiarly Mexican or Latin American in origin, but merely attempted to expand 

the concept of machismo to include more than just negative behaviors.  

This kind of comprehensive critique came later from an even smaller contingent of 

scholars writing in the 1990s and 2000s, who altogether rejected the construct of machismo as a 

eurocentric distortion invented to position Latin America as the foil to U.S. superiority and 

modernity. Unlike those revisionists critics of the previous era, these emerging scholars deny the 

contemporary existence of machismo—positive or negative—and indicate how patriarchal 

tendencies are commonplace in most cultures yet are only prescribed to Latin America in an 

attempt to stigmatize its residents or diasporic communities (Anzaldúa 1987, Gilmore 1990, 

Gutmann 1993, Strong, McQuillen, & Hughey 1993, Ramírez 1996, Monsivais 2004, Machillot 

2013, Hurtado 2016). Rather than merely examining shifting meanings to macho and machismo, 

these later scholars sought to debunk the myth of machismo completely and reveal the 

motivations behind its persistence. For example, North American anthropologist Matthew 

Gutmann addresses the machismo model’s function and contrived nature in his Meanings of 

Macho (1996), stating:  

“Contemporary popular usage of the term machismo in the United States often serves 
to rank men according to their presumably inherent national and racial characters. 
Such analysis utilizes nonsexist pretensions to make denigrating generalizations about 
fictitious Mexican male culture traits” (227). 
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 In response to this new manner of critique, certain scholars of the earlier revisionist tendency 

adapted their stance to question the legitimacy of machismo as a whole. For instance, Mirandé 

began as a machismo revisionist in the 1970s and 1980s but increasingly began to challenge the 

accuracy of the term to describe a particular world region, raising the following questions in his 

2006 book:   

Is machismo a uniquely Latino and specifically Mexican cultural trait and value 
system, as was suggested by the traditional literature? Or is it synonymous with male 
dominance and patriarchy, which are more universal phenomena? (6) 

Other critical gender scholars like Erin O’Connor (2014) note how both machismo and 

marianismo function to bolster the United State’s image of itself as a bastion of progress by 

diminishing subaltern articulations of gender and allowing “individuals and groups outside of 

Latin America...to point to things that are supposedly ‘wrong’ in another culture while ignoring 

similar problems in their own” (10). Thus, this most recent cohort of scholars have lobbied a true 

critique against machismo; one which fully considers the flaws, political functions, and 

prejudicial effects of the term and ultimately calls for its retirement from scholarly use.    

Yet in spite of this wave of corrective research addressing marianismo and marianismo 

alike, these frameworks continue to be accepted and applied to current scholarship on Latin 

American gender. The concerns raised over the legitimacy of marianismo and marianismo have 

largely been unheeded by North American scholars and research remains mired in the 

assumption that machismo is an organic phenomenon more so than a constructed one and should 

be treated as an expressly Latin American (or more specifically Mexican) characteristic. Even 

those more well-meaninged studies that make indirect references to the faults of machismo or 

marianismo tend to lack any real depth in analytic treatment and, upon qualifying them, continue 

to use the terms. If the racism of the machismo-marianismo dichotomy was fully acknowledged 

and understood by Latin Americanists, perhaps such innocuous handling of the theories would be 

admissible; but given the continued persistence of the framework in much of today’s scholarly 

literature, a more direct repudiation of the premise is needed. It is the purpose of this paper to 

offer such a challenge by interrogating the realities and unrealities of machismo and marianismo 

within portrayals of the female and male in Mexican sensacionales.  

The Erotic Comic 

Pornography, Comics, and the Social Representations of Gender 
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While pornography most obviously informs and reflects societal beliefs on normative 

sexual behavior, pornographic objects of study are equally as revealing for gender constructions. 

When we are sexual, we often consider our behaviors and the meanings we attach to those 

behaviors as the confirmation of our gender identity; that is to say, as “cultural badges” which 

prove that we are “real” men or women (Kimmel 1990, 8). Thus, the relationship is reciprocal 

where “we construct a sexuality through gender, and we confirm gender through sexual 

behavior” (Kimmel 1990, 15). It is this latter function of pornographic readership as “gendered 

speech” which this investigation intends to assess.  

Erotic comics are an especially appropriate medium with which to enter this gendered 

discourse on pornography and are the object of study since they are well-situated between 

popular media and prevailing socio-cultural norms. Saenger (1963) argues that in order to appeal 

to its audience, the comic strip must reflect the reality of the audience. Likewise, Reitberger and 

Fuchs (1972) argue that “of all mass media, comics mirror the collective subconscious most 

faithfully” (7).  The erotic comic genre produces a series of social representations which carry 

symbolic efficiency and facilitate cultural understandings and social beliefs about gender and 

sexual practices. These social representations may be understood as highly-influential 

conceptions created by individuals through social interaction about social objects in order 

to“construct a stable, predictable world” out of a diversity of individuals and maintain a 

symbolic social order (Moscovici 2000, 55). In other words, “the purpose of all representation is 

to make something unfamiliar, or unfamiliarity itself, familiar” (Moscovici 2000, 37). Hence, 

gender and sexual norms are created, learned, negotiated, and reproduced through such social 

representations of masculinity, femininity, and sexuality as a way to render the world more 

coherent. In this way, the representations found in erotic comics stimulate desire and at the same 

time as they are erotic, it is possible to read these desires as having socio-political resonance; and 

conversely that social and political factors are inherently a part of that eroticism.  

While some social representations are more or less challenged and contested, it is 

possible to speak of hegemonic representations, or rather, representations that are dominant for a 

significant period of time and are produced, reproduced, and legitimized by the mainstream mass 

media (Vala 1993, 379). It is with this consideration that I frame media-produced gender and 

sexual norms as hegemonic social representations which reveal long-standing and embedded 
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cultural understandings of what is recognized as admissible gender and sexual practices for 

Mexican men and women. In reading these eroticized representations of Mexican masculinity 

and femininity, it is possible to understand what gender behaviors are narratively valorized or 

demonized and how those values both reflect and reinforce lived gender practices.  

The Mexican Erotic Comic: Sensacionales 

The comic was the major product of Mexico's printed media during what is known as the 

golden era of the comic between the 1930s through the 1980s. But only in the last twenty years 

has the pornographic comic began to garner significant readership. During the 1970s, long-

standing genres like the libro vaquero and the romantic comic-novel—traditional adventure 

comics in the American frontier or Old West style—began to wane in popularity. In response to 

this vacuum, the market underwent a series of changes in tone and style, and during the 1980s 

Editorial Ejea began publishing what they termed 'sensacionales', the first iteration of erotic 

comics. The genre's name of "sensacionales" originates from these first publications by Editorial 

Ejea in the 1980s which featured titles including this generic name: 'Sensacional de Traileros', 

'Sensacional de Barrios’, 'Sensacional de Colegialas', etc. Since the covers closely resembled the 

soft-core, dreamy images found in established adventure-romance comics at the time, the name 

arose as a way to indicate to the reader the sensational or scandalous content contained within 

and differentiate from other publications. Today there are few titles that retain the adjective on 

the cover, but it was only a matter of time before the name became commonplace to describe the 

particular genre as it has become more uniform in its graphic style and pornographic narrative 

(González & Vega, 2002).  

In Mexico, eighty-one different erotic comic series are currently in production. There are 

two major distributors that hold a near-monopoly on these comics: Editorial LELYR (38 titles) 

and Editorial Ejea (33 titles); whereas the remainder of comics are produced by smaller houses 

like Editorial Toukán, Editorial Mango, and Editorial Multicolor. The vast majority of the 

comics are published weekly but are staggered in such a way that two or three publications go on 

sale each day so that consumers may purchase them daily yet the market remains unsaturated. 

The publishing houses supply the hundreds of street vendors in Mexico City with these comics 

which are then displayed and sold to the public in privately-owned stalls found on any street 

corner alongside newspapers, magazines, books, snacks, cigarettes, and a variety of other 
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products. However, if after a certain amount of time the titles are not sold, retailers can then 

return them to the publishers if still in good condition. Publishers then resort to a strategy of sale 

whereby old titles are sold in a two-for-one package along with a new release. Similarly, many 

street stands allow customers to bring comics they have already read and either exchange for 

other used comics or be refunded for half of their original price, creating a substantial second-

hand market.  

Robles (2003) estimates that each of these comic series has a sale circulation of around 

800,000 copies per week, which translates to nearly 30 million per month for the erotic genre in 

total (p. 36-39). Yet comics, particularly the erotic subgenre, are often acquired second-hand and 

Priego (2001) estimates that a single erotic comic in its lifespan is read by about five people. 

This brings the consumption number closer to one hundred and fifty million readers per month 

(p. 27).  Therefore, it can be said that the comic maintains a high readership among millions of 

Mexicans and even sometimes constitutes their only daily interaction with the printed letter 

(Aurrecochea and Bartra, 1993: 3-10). As such, the comic is a powerful channel of literacy and 

informal education for a significant number of Mexicans, particularly those with fewer monetary 

and educational resources (Monsivais, 1980: 25). 

Indeed, there is a wide-held belief that this kind of comic is consumed almost exclusively 

by construction workers, day laborers, plumbers, mechanics, street vendors, bus drivers, factory 

workers, and other blue-collar positions; that is to say, people with low economic mobility and 

limited formal education. Indeed, according to the editors of Editorial Ejea, sensacionales are 

targeted towards audiences belonging to middle and lower-class between the ages 18 and 25, and 

living in urban, semi-urban, or rural environments. However, fieldwork on erotic comic 

consumers conducted by José Gamboa Cetina (2014) reveals a much wider audience 

demographic where readership is also comprised of children, girls, young women, adults, and 

even elderly persons. While it is true that 81% of its audience is male, there is a not insignificant 

19% of women who are regular consumers of these erotic comics.4 Given this range of 

                                                 
4 While I am conscious of theorization on the western male gaze—namely the important work done by John 
Berger's Ways of Seeing (1972) and Laura Mulvey's “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema” (1975)—I ultimately 
avoid discussions of power dynamics posited by the male gaze theory as a result of the important number of female 
readers. Given the significant female audience for these types of materials, I find problematic the rather 
homogenized and simplified assumption that men are empowered when looking at women and that women are 
disempowered when they are looked at by men. The problem with this lens is that power is defined in rather 
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readership, it is clear that erotic comics carry messages regarding sexual and gender practices 

that captivates the imagination of a varied number of readers. 

Mexican erotic comics are characterized primarily for their graphic content and low cost. 

These pocket-sized comics are sold in plastic bags, often in packages of two for 11 Mexican 

pesos, or about a U.S. quarter each. Measuring 14 cm x 12 cm and averaging 46 pages, they are 

small enough to fit in the back pocket of pants, a convenient detail that allows the reader to 

discreetly hide the overtly sexual images found on the cover. Often the cover images portray a 

nude or scantily-clad, caricatured female bodies (i.e. exaggerating the most protruding parts such 

as the lips, chest and hips) engaged in a provocative pose or activity. The covers universally 

showcase a suggestive title that in some way functions as ribald slang or a double-entendre, as 

well as an ‘adults only’ or ‘18+’ warning. In regards to actual content, sensacionales contain 

fairly predictable storylines and feature little complexity in their structure or characters. They are 

visually and narratively driven by the aim to sexually excite the public, presenting anywhere 

between two to five different scenes of sexual activity while panels in between sexual encounters 

serve to set up the next graphic episode. The explicitness of the sex scenes themselves 

encompass a wide range, showing as little as fondling under bed sheets to full-on penetration, 

including fully-exposed genitalia.  

Approaching Erotic Comics 

The comic is a story told through a series of drawings. These images are usually 

separated from each other, often contained by the borders of the vignette. When words are 

associated with images, they appear inside the vignette, often in explanatory boxes or legends, or 

inside "balloons" that come out of the mouth of characters to represent a conversation, or out of 

their head in the form of clouds to represent thought. It comprises of a double language of text 

and image and contains a narrative order as well as the possibility of being interpreted by a 

reader who receives and decodes the content. Each reader is different, therefore each comic, like 

any story, is able to be interpreted by many readers and have as many readings. Careful reading 

of sensacionales can bring us closer to understanding how these comics are received and how 

                                                 
subjective terms that leave out forms of power, influence, and authority that real women, wives, and mothers in 
society exert. Moreover, it does not address the potential sites of pleasure female readers of heterosexual 
pornography may experience as a result of not only looking but also being looked at.  
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certain perspectives, messages, and values are configured by readers, particularly those that have 

to do with gender roles and practices, on which this work will expand.  

In order to do so, this study draws upon literary theory, visual culture analysis, porn 

studies, and multimodality, while considering the distinctive nature of comic books as including 

graphics that are at once fixed, yet simultaneously follow a narrative, facilitated both by text and 

sequential images. Since the erotic comic neither conforms to the still or moving image 

conventionally analyzed in porn studies nor the text-only artifact considered in literary studies, I 

borrowed the methodological schemes outlined in Eddie Palmer’s (1979) “Pornographic comics: 

A content analysis” which in turn was based off of Donald Gilmore’s four-volume work, Sex in 

Comics: A History of the Eight Pagers (1971) and Kronhausen & Kronhausens in The 

Psychology of Pornography (1961). Like Palmer’s study, I have randomly selected a sample size 

of 100 erotic comics which feature at least two sexual encounters (so as to differentiate between 

soft-core genres). I decided not to place parameters on the range of publication dates that I would 

accept for the sample size, but merely allowed this aspect to be informed by what was available 

on the market since I purchased from a great many, different street vendors. For each comic 

analyzed, I created a file that contained pertinent publication and identification data; in order that 

they can be located and compared to one another quickly and easily. In this file the following 

criteria are addressed: 1) Unique Identifier 2) Series Title 3) Series Subtitle 4) Comic Title 5) 

Publication Date 6) Publishing House 7) Publication Number 8) Number of pages 9) Characters 

(both primary and auxiliary) 10) Orientation of Sex Type 11) Narration Type & Gender.  

To carry out the analysis, a coding system was drawn up, consisting of a list of variables 

pertaining to thematic elements common to pornographic material. Utilizing categories identified 

by the Kronhausens (1961) and Palmer (1979), I have examined each vignette in the 100 selected 

units, and if the behavior under question was depicted in any vignette, it was nominally coded in 

tally fashion on a coding sheet. Because of the non-exhaustiveness of the Kronhausens' (1961, 

850-854) categories, other categories were developed from similar studies5 and the units 

themselves after an initial reading. Some of these latter-stage categories were coded by using 

                                                 
5 Additional categories of study were culled from Muñoz, A. (2014) “La Quintrala's Confessions: The Contesting of 
Female Agency and Indigeneity in Two Popular Chilean Visual Narratives.”; Sanders, J. (2010) “Theorizing 
Sexuality in Comics.”, Allison, A. (2000) Permitted and prohibited desires: Mothers, comics, and censorship in 
Japan, and Aydemir, M. (2007)  Images of bliss: Ejaculation, masculinity, meaning. 
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present or non-present tally marks, while others were coded by variables with defined options. 

Beyond the identifying metadata categories previously listed, I utilized twenty predetermined 

categories of pornographic mechanisms in total to document narrative elements found in each 

comic; these categories are outlined in Table 1 as follows:  

TABLE 1 

Pornographic Themes Utilized in Content Analysis of Erotic Comics 

Theme Variable Description 

Aggression  Male-Initiated 
Female-Initiated 

Incidents or acts of physical violence or intimidation 

Voyeurism   viewing sexual objects or acts secretively or 
unknowingly, often for the purpose of obtaining 
sexual gratification  

Infidelity Male (Philandering)  
Female (Cuckolding) 

Adultery in marriage or unfaithfulness in a serious 
relationship 

Unconsciousness or Intoxication  Presence of character without awareness, memory, 
sensation, sobriety, or cognition 

Seduction Male-Initiated 
Female-Initiated 

Brief scene in which sexual activities are initiated, 
often with a willing partner. "Victims" are not present 
or identifiable because of ease of persuasion. 

Defloration  Of Male 
Of Female 

Sexual intercourse that results in the deprivation of 
virginity 

Incest  sexual intercourse between closely related persons or 
family members, both biological and non-biological 

Permissive/Seductive Parent   Figures who not only condone, but even participate in 
the sexual behavior of the child, or who actually 
allow and expect the child to be interested in sexual 
behavior. Permissive cooperation by parental figure 

Profanation of the Sacred  Male  
Female 

Sacrilegious content; thumbing the nose at moral 
institutions or; central figures connected with the 
clergy and religion; represents an expression of 
rebellion against social and religious institutions and 
against the repressive (controlling) nature of society. 

Sentimentality Male  
Female 

Characters demonstrate a high degree of 
emotionality, tenderness, or excessive romance; an 
overabundance in displays of intimacy, sensitivity, 
emotional vulnerability, and love to the point of being 
maudlin. 
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 Hypersexuality  Supersexed Male 
Nymphomaniac Female 

Unusually or excessively active in or concerned with 
sexual matters. 
 
Supersexed male 
Exaggerated size of the male organ and testicles and 
copious amounts of seminal fluid ejaculated; potency 
almost limitless and sex drive constantly at record 
strength. 
 
Nymphomaniac Female 
Sexually highly responsive; lacking common traces 
of modesty, restraint and sex-anxiety; highly 
excitable to clitoral stimulation, copious discharges. 
 

Bondage, Flagellation, or 
Sadomasochism  

 Whips, spikes, restraints wire brushes and 
accompanying paraphernalia; spanking; sexual 
pleasure gained through inflicting or receiving pain 

Fetish Undefined: type named Something, such as an object,nonsexual activity, or 
nonsexual part of the body, that arouses sexual desire 
and may become necessary for sexual gratification. 

Penetrative Intercourse Heterosexual 
Homosexual 

sexual relations or a sexual coupling involving the 
penetration of genitals or anus 

Fellatio  Heterosexual 
Homosexual 

Oral stimulation of the penis, especially to orgasm. 

Cunnilingus  Heterosexual 
Homosexual 

A sexual activity in which the female genitalia are 
stimulated by the partner's lips and tongue 

Anal Sex or Anal Play Heterosexual 
Homosexual 

a form of sexual intercourse in which a penis, finger, 
or inanimate object is inserted into the anus 

Bestiality   Sexual activity between a person and an animal 

Masturbation  Male 
Female 

The stimulation or manipulation of one's own 
genitals, especially to orgasm; sexual self-
gratification. 

Females as Prostitutes  Portrayals of women engaging in sexual intercourse 
for money or high-cost goods 

 

The construction of a code allows to systematically recover the data of the text (story) 

and images and permits the assignment of a variable to certain symbols found in the texts and 

images. With the obtained data, a comparative analysis was then carried out between the data 

obtained from each of the analyzed comics, in order to establish patterns and common elements 
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among the sample. The fundamental objective of the instrument of analysis proposed above is to 

know what are the narrative relationships established by the characters (what functions they 

perform, what actions they take, what are their roles, beliefs, needs, objectives, among other 

elements) and how gender informs those aspects. In the following section I discuss prominent 

themes found in Mexican sensacionales, messages on gender and sexuality contained within 

those patterns, and how those messages relate to the marianismo-machismo dichotomy that has 

for so long defined discussion of gender in Latin America.  

V. Results and Discussion 

Table 2 shows the frequency of pornographic themes found in the sample of Mexican 

sensacionales. Note that particularly recurrent themes (featured in at least twenty units) include 

aggression, infidelity, seduction, defloration, profanation of the sacred, sentimentality, 

hypersexuality, penetrative intercourse, fellatio, and cunnilingus. A brief discussion of each 

significant category and how they articulate gender and sexuality is presented below. 

TABLE 2 

Frequency of Porn Themes Found in a Sample of Erotic Comics 

Theme  No. of Units 
Containing 

Aggression 
Male-Initiated 
Female-Initiated 

34 
13 
21 

Voyeurism 19 

Infidelity 
Male (Philandering)  
Female (Cuckolding) 

59 
37 
31 

Unconsciousness or Intoxication 13 

Seduction 
Male-Initiated 
Female-Initiated 

53 
29 
24 

Defloration 
Of Male 
Of Female 
Mixed 

26 
10 
14 
2 

Profanation of the Sacred 
Male  
Female 
Neutral 

27 
5 
9 
13 

Theme  No. of Units 
Containing 

Permissive/Seductive Parent 8 

Bestiality 1 

Sentimentality 
Male  
Female 
Mixed 

42 
14 
20 
8 

Incest 5 

Hypersexuality 
Supersexed Male 

              Nymphomaniac Female 

29 
13 

     16 
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Bondage, Flagellation, or 
Sadomasochism 

8 

Fetish 13 

Penetrative Intercourse 
Heterosexual 
Homosexual 

95 
     92 
     3 

Fellatio 
Heterosexual 
Homosexual 

42 
42 

      0 

Cunnilingus 
Heterosexual 
Homosexual 

55 
49 

      6 

Anal Sex or Anal Play 
Heterosexual 
Homosexual 

13 
13 

      0 

Masturbation 
Male 
Female 

19 
8 
13 

 

Females as prostitutes 14 

 

i. Aggression 

Of the 100 units sampled, approximately a third (34) of the porno-comics contained behavior 

categorizable as “aggression”. The majority of these aggressive behaviors were realized by 

women (21), whereas men acted less so (13). Coding for aggression was not only limited to 

physical blows, but also extended to physical intimidation, threats, brandishing of weapons, 

insulting phrases, shouting, and disparagement by any party. Aggression in this sample of erotic 

comics manifested in three main ways: the first being domestic violence either between a 

husband and wife or between cohabiting couples. Oftentimes jealousy, sexual dissatisfaction, and 

infidelity serve as catalysts for this type of violence. Notably, of these domestic disputes, there 

was only one instance of a husband hitting a wife (moreover, this episode was among auxiliary 

characters) whereas women initiate violence in all other incidents. More often than not, female-

driven aggression is narratively legitimized as a consequence of men’s wrongdoings, particularly 

their womanizing. In the comic ¡Sufre por Cogelón! (no. 259 of series Beso Negro, September 

2015), a woman discovers scratches on her husband’s back, which confirms her suspicions he 

has been cheating on her. In response, she takes a kitchen knife and ultimately castrates him 

(Figure 1.1): 
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Figure 1.1 

Female-initiated violence is similarly condoned by male actions in Rico Guiso de 

‘Cisirisco’ (no. 306 of series Las Chambeadores, May 2002) when a husband drunkenly 

mistakes his sleeping mother-in-law for his wife and attempts to have sex with her. When his 

wife discovers him, she punches him and beats him with a bat and when he awakens to a 

bloodied bed, he does not remember what occurred on account of his inebriation (Figure 1.2): 

 

Figure 1.2 

In addition, violence carried out by women in a domestic setting is often more brutal and grisly 

than all other cases of violence. For example, the comic ¡Penetración Insólita! (no. 242 of series 
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Beso Negro, January 2015) tells the story of a woman who has developed acrotomophilia, a 

fetish for having sex with amputees, is stuck in a marriage with an able-bodied man with whom 

she is sexually bored and must feign attraction. Unsatisfied in her marriage and increasingly 

frustrated, she decides to to amputate her husband by cutting off his hand (Figure 1.3): 

 

Figure 1.3 

The second category of aggression occurs in accounts of criminality. Again, female 

characters are the more common perpetrators of aggression when engaged in illegal conduct. 

Two examples of criminal aggression pay testament to this trend: Figure 1.4 derives from 

¡Tráfico de Lesbianas! (no. 48 of series La Ley de la Calle, January 1999) which tells the story 

of a young woman who has been kidnapped and coerced by a lesbian into joining a sex-

trafficking ring; whereas Figure 1.5 is an extract from ¡Aflojaba el pachón a puro ricachón! (no. 

339 of series Sangre Caliente, December 2016) which tells the story of a female thief that uses 

sex to trick and rob corrupt hacienda owners:   



 
 

The third type of aggression occurs when a 

character fights an injustice, particularly in the 

defense of another person. It is within this category 

that representations of male aggression almost 

exclusively dominate. Occurrences of aggression 

related to an injustice may be almost entirely 

defined as male-on-male aggression and in all but 

four cases was enacted for chivalrous purposes on 

behalf of a woman. The comic Mi cuñada lo tiene 

más rico y apretado que mi mujer (no. 35 of series 

Cuentos Perversos, February 2001) illustrates this 

male-initiated aggression when a reformed 

prostitute’s brother-in-law defends her from a gang 

of men from her former brothel (Figure 1.6): 

  

Figure 1.6 Figure 1.4 
Figure 1.5 
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ii.  Infidelity 

Infidelity was found to occur in over half (59) of the erotic comics examined. Within 

those 59 instances, 37 comics feature men cheating whereas 31 comics portray women as 

unfaithful. Characters were only considered disloyal when they had sexual relationships with 

persons other than their spouse, betrothed, or committed partner; mere flirtations were not coded 

in this framework. A wide range of impetuses, intentions, and motivations for engaging in sexual 

affairs contextualize these 59 narratives, so no obvious tendencies were detected within that vein. 

Similarly, unfaithfulness had a myriad of effects on the injured partner and the present author 

could detect no significant pattern of how the wronged parties were impacted by their 

companion’s dalliance(s). However, there was a noticeable narrative trend for the wrong-doer 

whereupon males often face more narrative consequences as a result of their unfaithfulness, as 

opposed to females. Nearly half (17) of the storylines with male cheaters indicated negative 

repercussions for those characters, whereas less than a third (8) of storylines featuring female 

cheaters showed them experiencing adverse effects.    

A common consequence for cheating men is to lose their true love as a result of their 

indiscretions, as seen in Figure 2.1 from ¡Cántamela derecho y métemela sabroso! (no. 235 of 

series Caí en la Tentación, May 2017) as well as in Figure 2.2, an extract of ¡Húndeme tu Titanic 

y me la como completa! (no. 328 of series Devórame Otra Vez, March 2017):  

 
Figure 2.1 
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Figure 2.2 

Similarly, the male protagonist from 

Tragedy de una jija calenturienta (no. 73 

of series Cuentos Perversos, June 2007) 

suffers greatly from the death of his wife, 

who commits suicide when she learns of 

his unfaithfulness—a traumatic event that 

eventually leads to his own suicide (Figure 

2.3):  

In contrast, few female cheaters experience 

any fallout as a result of their actions, as 

illustrated in Figure 2.4 deriving from Mi 

esposa quiere...camote de otro (no. 56, Caí 

en la Tentación, November 2008) in which 

the final scene merely shows an adultress 

relishing her sexual dalliance while Figure 
Figure 2.3 
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2.5 from A los 40 es ¡Una señora suculenta! (no. 308 of series Secretos de Cama, September 

2016) shows an older woman in the throes of passion, describing her extramarital affair as a 

“second wind in love”:                                  

 

So while the number of male characters and female characters that commit infidelity are fairly 

equal, the narrative impact of those infidelities yield vastly divergent trajectories for the two 

genders.  

iii.  Seduction 

A total of 53 units contained scenes of “seduction”. For pornographic material, the reader 

may be surprised to find such a relatively small number of  ‘seductions’, but one reason for this 

may be that explicit sexual relations between characters are introduced quite early in frames. 

Considering the average length of these comics is 46 pages, little time is spent depicting sexual 

ritualistic or antecedent behavior, skipping right to images of sex without preparatory 

performances. Of the 53 titles that presented seduction themes, male characters were more likely 

to be the initiator (29) with female characters falling not far behind (24).  

iv.  Defloration 

Figure 2.4 Figure 2.5 
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About a fourth (26) of comics analyzed depicted defloration episodes. Of the 26 comics 

containing deflorations, 10 units contained such indications for male virgins, while slightly more 

were noted for female virgins (14). Two of the 26 units demonstrated a mixed defloration 

sequence where male and female characters were equally involved in the deflowering of one 

another. Both male and female characters cite familial and moral pressures as rationales for the 

hitherto maintenance of their virginity, but another common reason male characters have not 

engaged in sexual activity is a lack of attraction from the opposite sex. In all of these situations, 

virginity and its associated reason function as the narrative conflict which characters seek to 

overcome over the course of the comic’s story, for various reasons and with various methods. 

However, while virginity is often framed as a valuable quality in the case of female characters, 

there is usually something amiss in cases where male characters are still virgins at the onset of 

the narrative. However, there are a sizeable portion6 of storylines that construct male virginity as 

an asset, similar to treatment of female virginity.  

Illustrative of this point is the following excerpt from ¡La comadre esta que arde! (no. 

271 of series Devórame Otra Vez, October 2014) involving a mother who secretly gave away her 

baby boy at birth and fears that her daughter is about to marry her own half-brother. She devises 

a plan to seduce her own son in order to save her daughter from an incestuous marriage, but 

when she sneaks into his room she is interrupted by the entrance of her daughter who then 

attempts to have sex with the fiancee. However, the man protests her overtures for pre-marital 

sex, assuring her “someday we will [have sex] but not until we are married”. The mother, 

observing this episode from her hiding place, notes that the man is “worth gold” and that if the 

two young people end up not being siblings she “would be glad if she married him” (Figure 4.1):  

                                                 
6 Of the 10 comics that contained male defloration scenes, 3 of those comics portrayed male virginity positively. 
The two defloration sequences containing both genders also valued male abstinence.  
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Reassured by his "integrity", the mother abandons her plan for seduction. Ultimately the 

narrative rewards the man's commitment to maintaining his virginity until marriage since his 

moral rectitude buys enough time for it to be revealed that the young couple is not related by 

blood and they happily marry without issue. So while storylines sometimes frame adult male 

virginity as a hindrance, there is a substantial number of comics that present sexual abstinence by 

men in positive terms similar to portrayals of female chastity.  

v.  Profanation of the Sacred 

Profanation of the sacred occurred in a total of 27 erotic comics. Manifestations of this 

theme mainly involve ridiculing the Catholic Church, clergy, the afterlife, religious 

paraphernalia. For the majority of sensacionales (13 units) where this theme took place, the 

general storyline itself conveyed sacrilegious sentiment. For example, the comic narrative itself 

in Entre el bien y el mal...hay buen tamal (no. 259 of series Las Chambeadores, October 2000) 

caricatures nuns, exaggerating their homeliness and debasing their religiosity by placing them 

with sexual objects like vibrators, condoms, and anal beads for comedic effect (Figure 5.1):  

 

Figure 4.1 
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When the profanation was embodied by a single character rather than by the general narrative, 

women (9 units) were nearly twice as likely to be disparaging towards the Church than men (5 

units).  For example, in Rubia Pervertida: Le gustaba repegar aquellito en el metro (no. 119 

from series Almas Perversas, March 1999), a young woman continuously reproaches her 

grandmother for praying, demonstrating not only a disrespect for the old woman but also a 

disenchantment with the notion of prayer and religious faith entirely (Figure 5.2):   

Figure 5.1 

Figure 5.2 
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vi.  Sentimentality 

Sentimentality as a theme derives from softcore pornography and romance novels, 

denoting “an excess, a distortion of sentiment” in addition to an “emotive worship of the idyllic” 

(Escoffier 2009, p. 63). Of the entire sample, 42 comics contained at least one exaggerated 

display of affection and love. Among those 42 occurrences, sentimentality by male characters 

made up 14 instances, female characters constituted 20 cases, and 8 publications showed both 

genders exhibiting sentimentality. While female characters were found to be more sentimental, 

they were not universally so and often engaged in casual sexual relations without an emotional 

connection or promise of monogamy. For example, in ¡Sexo regalado! en el super (no. 218 from 

series Sabor a Mí, January 2016) a woman expresses trepidations at her lover’s insistence that 

she become his girlfriend, describing how she is unaccustomed to being in “formal 

relationships”. Although she accepts his request, she ultimately breaks things off with him saying 

that she tried but was not satisfied with monogamy and reassures him that the fault lies with her, 

not him (Figure 6.1):   

Figure 6.1 
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Another instance from Un pepinote la dejó marcada (no. 226 of series Caí en la 

Tentación, November 2015) shows a woman declaring her love for a man’s sexual member, but 

is careful to note how that love does not necessarily extend to the man himself (Figure 6.2):   
 

While men also engaged in casual sex and had more instances of emotional indifference, 

a significant number of men did demonstrate sentimentality in the form of profound declarations 

of love, romantic overtures, emotional anguish (oftentimes concerning the consequences for their 

own philandery), and great sensitivity towards partner in times of hardship. For instance, 

¡Gemelas Lujuriosas! Compartieron macho, vicio y perversión (no. 87 of series Encuentros 

Prohibidos, January 2001) depicts a man’s romantic gesture in the form of cooking dinner, 

proffering flowers, and feeding his partner (Figure 6.3) whereas an excerpt from Tanto aborto 

me secó las entrañas ¿Ya no podré ser madre? (no. 47 of series Consejera Sexual, August 2000) 

Figure 6.2 
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conveys great sensitivity by a man towards his partner during a traumatic time as he declares— 

with eyes "flooded in tears"— “the only important thing is that you are with me” (Figure 6.4): 

Figure 6.3 Figure 6.4 
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In a number of comics, it was made clear that male characters sought an emotional connection as 

much as a sexual one. The final scene from the aforementioned ¡Sexo regalado! en el super 

addresses this point when the male protagonist indicates that in order to be happy, he needs 

emotional fulfilment as much as sexual satisfaction (Figure 6.5): 

vii.  Hypersexuality 

Although most of the characters found in these erotic comics can be seen as hypersexed, 

to the point of bordering on obsession, the two subcategories of the supersexed male and 

nymphomaniac female include only those instances where textual or pictorial references were 

specifically made by the characters themselves or by others that they were insatiable or were 

"still not satisfied" or had already reached numerous orgasms and were still engaging in sexual 

acts. In all, 29 comics featured this type of oversexed depictions. Of that total, 13 units contained 

such indications for males, whereas slightly more were noted for females (16). Interesting to note 

is the way that hypersexuality was consistently portrayed as harmful or problematic for men, 

whether dealing with their own hypersexuality or that of their partner. Regardless of gender, 

male characters often faced deleterious, even mortal consequences for their own or their lover's 

abnormal sexual appetite. For example, El fantasma querendón (no. 119 of series Bellas de 

Noche, September 1997) tells the story of a supersexed male and playboy with an insatiable 

sexual appetite, who swears he will have sex 

with a thousand woman before he dies. Just as 

Figure 6.5 
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he is about to take his thousandth lover, he has a heart-attack and dies, "having lived for bedding 

women, he kicks the bucket in bed" (Figure 7.1):  

Yet the storyline for nymphomaniac females produces similar results for the male 

protagonist. The comic Quiero morir montado en el Guayabo! (no. 344 of series Sangre 

Caliente, April 2017) relates the tale of a ranch-hand whose girlfriend is "hot-blooded" and 

"tireless when it comes to sex". Her constant need for sex leaves the cowboy exhausted and 

haggard, and he predicts her sexual appetite will be the death of him (Figure 7.2): 
 

Figure 7.1 

Figure 7.2 
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The ranch-hand's predictions prove correct when in an attempt to fake his own death to 

evade his sexually voracious girlfriend, an empty coffin crushes him as he attempts to dig his 

own grave and in his weakened state from the interminable sex he is unable to push it off. The 

final scene shows the cemetery caretaker covering the grave since the male protagonist “died by 

too much fucking.” (Figure 7.3): 

viii.  Penetrative Intercourse  

Unsurprisingly, images of penetrative intercourse constitutes the category most 

represented in Mexican sensacionales. With 97 comics demonstrating this theme, sexual 

penetration was all but ubiquitous across the genre, often serving as the culmination of the 

narrative arc. Often the ultimate objective of both men and women characters alike, there were 

no pronounced instances of actual coercion by either gender. On the whole, these erotic comics 

frame sexual intercourse as a pleasurable and playful practice for both men and women alike. In 

addition, penetrative sex regularly occurred across a spectrum of relationship contexts, with 

commensurate treatment paid to sex within marriage, cohabitating couples, long-term 

relationships, multi-party orgies, casual sex amongst friends, and sex between strangers. Both 
Figure 7.3 
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male and female orgasms are featured in scenes of intercourse, on a fairly equal basis. 

Oftentimes, the characters climax simultaneously, as seen in Figure 8.1 from El fuereño las trae 

de nalgas (no. 328 of series Sangre Caliente, June 2016): 

 

  When female characters fail to climax from penetrative sex, male characters are often 

derided for their inability to bring their partner to orgasm. However, when male characters fail to 

ejaculate, the blame is not placed on the female character but is still directed towards the man. 

One scene from Seis golosas sin llenadera (no. 10 of series Delmónicos Erotika, October 1998) 

illustrates the kind of scorn male characters face when they are unable to bring their female 

partner to completion (Figure 8.2):  

Figure 8.2 

Figure 8.1 
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Homosexual intercourse is infrequent while male homosexual penetration is entirely non-

existent in the present study’s sampling.  Even when lesbian sex is shown, it is framed as 

secondary or a placeholder to heterosexual sex, as seen when the protagonist of says of her 

lesbian sexual encounter, “As an experience it was pleasant, but I like the more virile member”, 

namely a man’s penis (Figure 8.3): 

ix.  Fellatio, Cunnilingus, & Masturbation 

Obviously sex acts of all kinds play an important narrative role in Mexican sensacionales. 

Among the most frequent include fellatio, cunnilingus, and auto-masturbation. Of the total 100 

comics, 42 units featured depictions of fellatio, all of which were heterosexual in nature. While it 

may be assumed that females involved in this act are somehow debased or objectified in these 

scenes, the comics in their visual foregrounding often portray as a source of power for women, 

not merely just servicing men. Of the various examples of fellatio, in only two cases was it 

suggested that the oral partner was forced to take part or somehow "lost status" as a result of her 

participation. Further, women performing fellatio commonly give orders telling their male 

Figure 8.3 
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partners to touch them in a certain area, talk dirty, make eye contact, imagine something, take off 

a piece of clothing, reciprocate in turn, vocalize how they feel about the women, etc. Generally, 

females performing fellatio often enjoy the act as equally as the men receiving it. 

Cunnilingus is featured even more prominently than fellatio, appearing in 55 comics and 

ranking second only to penetrative intercourse as a style of sexual behavior. 49 of these scenes 

contain heterosexual experiences while only 6 relate to homosexual relations. Narratively, 

something is amiss or abnormal when a female character is unable to cum from cunnilingus. 

Initial failure to climax from cunnilingus is a recurrent theme and narrative conflict, yet the 

resolution inevitably brings a very potent orgasm, portrayed in graphic detail. For example, Las 

empinaba con tacto (no. 289 of series Devórame Otra Vez, June 2015) relates the story of a 

wealthy widow who experiences problems with vaginal dryness and is increasingly sexually 

frustrated by her inability to orgasm, a condition described in the narrative as abnormal (Figure 

9.1): 

Figure 9.1 
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Porn Themes and the Marianismo-Machismo Dichotomy 

A close examination of the prominent porn themes outlined above reveals how in many 

ways female characters are presented similarly to the male in sexual appetite and even as more 

assertive and insatiable in some respects. Men, on the other hand, demonstrated a significant 

inclination towards emotion, morality, and attentiveness in their sexual encounters. Such 

representations are generally incongruent with the images of masculinity and femininity outlined 

by the marianismo-machismo dichotomy upheld by so many scholars writing on Latin America.  

Unlike the submissive, impotent, and pandering woman of the marianismo model, female 

characters found in erotic comics present a very different vision of femininity that cultivates 

assertiveness, decisiveness, and self-reliance. Females in this genre, rather than demonstrating 

“passivity and utter submission” (Fregoso 180), are shown as very active in sexual behavior and, 

in various cases, as the aggressors and sexual conquerors. In addition to characterizing women as 

sexual initiators and pursuers, erotic comics accompany those portrayals with scenes depicting 

women as active, ambitious, risk-taking, enterprising, and self-motivated in their seductive 

pursuits. Instead of showing women as the suffering victims of male domination and sexual 

violence—that is, “ecology of abused Latinas” purported by marianismo theorization (Perilla, 

Bakeman, & Norris 1994, 325)—these erotic comics portray women with hearty, or even 

voracious, sexual appetites themselves. Scholars have traditionally framed Latinas as 

endemically prone to abuse at the hands of their spouse or partner, since “cultural scripts such as 

‘machismo"/ "marianismo’ support an unbalance of power in traditional Latino families and 

provide an environment ripe for the occurrence of domestic violence.” (Edelson, Hokoda, & 

Ramos 2007, 7). However, the high number of women who demonstrated aggression towards 

males in these erotic comics depict a decidedly different image to the conventional victim-

victimizer construct advanced by the marianismo-machismo dichotomy.  

Neither is the woman of the erotic comic the earthly embodiment of the Virgin of 

Guadalupe, as put forth by the marianismo theory. she should practice sexual abstinence until 

marriage and after getting married she is “not to demonstrate any interest in sex” (Malley-

Morrison & Hines 2007, 153). Rather than “emulating Virgin Mary’s moral integrity and 

spiritual strength in their lives”, (Malley-Morrison and Hines 153) the representations of women 

found in these comics are consistently sexual, brazen, sacrilegious, and equally capable of having 
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depraved or perverted sexual desires as their male counterparts. One of the more interesting 

findings is the high number of female characters dismissing or disrespecting Catholic figures and 

imagery in conjunctions with the frequent depictions of devout, morally-grounded men 

(particularly in relation to abstaining from pre-marital sex). Also, it is the women and not men in 

erotic comics who take the first step in agreeing to sexual relations and who exercise control over 

sexual favors and ‘services’ to men. Undoubtedly, these female characters do not fit the 

marianismo mold that describes Latin American women as “personifications of purity and 

innocence” (Giordano, Thumme, & Panting Sierra 2009, 998).  

In addition, the notion of familialism and self-denial is central to the theory of 

marianismo where “the identity of the Latin American woman is derived from her position in the 

family and especially from her 'sacred' mothering role...Her love is sacrifice and selflessness 

personified" (Ximena Bunster-Burotto 1986, 304). Yet a significant number of female characters 

found in erotic comics conveyed a more modern sense of womanhood, often appearing as 

unattached individuals with little familial connections or even any desire for such commitments. 

Moreover, a significant number of women appearing in Mexican sensacionales demonstrated a 

lack of emotional attachment and engaged in casual sexual dalliances, solely in pursuit of their 

own pleasure, not merely for the gratification of others. Repudiating the image of the tender, 

eternally-giving woman who carries no expectation of reward for her forbearance, the erotic 

comic frames the orgasm as a woman's right and prerogative. When male characters fail to 

sexually please their female partner, the narrative or the character themself usually demand 

redress. Rather than re-enacting the "code of self-sacrifice demanded by the marianismo 

tradition” (Cordero 1988, 353), the female characters found in erotic comics evoke contrary 

images of women dedicated to their own self-interests and insistent in their own sexual 

fulfillment.  

Just as the female characters of erotic comics diverged from the marianista model,  so too 

were representations of male characters inconsistent with the sketch outlined by machismo. 

Given that “abusive males and domestic violence are a cornerstone of machismo and a macho 

identity” (Sanabria 2015, 164), the lack of aggressive activity by males against females in these 

erotic comics indicates that audiences would not condone or recognize this kind of behavior as 

commonplace. Rather than a masculinity manifested through aggressive activity and physical 
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domination, male characters themselves were often the victim of violence at the hands of their 

female counterparts. The only tendency towards violence among male representations involved 

other males and nearly always centered around chivalrous purposes or an injustice justice, 

lending credence toward a kind of “positive” machismo.  

Nor did the images of men in erotic comics corroborate the machista quality of 

“emotional rigidity” or “showing aloofness from loved ones and emotional restrictedness in 

relationships” (Ramírez 1999, 14). Rather, male sentimentality was a significant theme as men 

were more sensitive, emotionally vulnerable, and empathetic towards partners than the 

machismo framework would have one believe. Indeed, in many seduction sequences, men often 

use emotional availability and devotion as the instrument for seduction. Instead of the callous 

womanizer maintained by proponents of machismo, the study instead found male infidelity and 

hypersexuality to be on par with the number of female cheaters and nymphomaniacs. And in 

cases where males were unfaithful to partners, the characters often face greater narrative 

consequences as a result of their infidelity, suggesting that audiences would not receive or 

condone situations where male infidelity went unpunished. Moreover, male characters were 

more liable to turn a casual sexual liaison into a long-term consensual union and pursue a more 

exclusive relationship with their lover. Theorization on machismo suggests that "to coger a 

maiden and drop her immediately afterwards", "to use or abuse the woman sexually", and "to 

have a querida aside from marriage" is the norm within machista cultures (Andrande 1992, 37) 

or that “men were expected and allowed to commit adultery because they had more sexual need 

than women” (Stobbe 2005, 117).  And yet, representations of men within the genre of 

pornographic comics offer up a very different view of men as either cuckolds themselves or 

suffering the lasting repercussions of their faithlessness.  

Given that the comic strip serves as a "social records of sorts" (1973, 7). and may be used 

“to identify prevailing beliefs, values, and norms” (Brabant & Mooney 1999, 113), it is 

significant that the images of men and women found in Mexican erotic comics often defy the 

formula for gender outlined by the marianismo-machismo duality. Indeed, this study’s sample of 

Mexican sensacionales produces a portrait of women as vibrant, self-seeking, morally-imperfect, 

powerful, and full of sexual desires; men as capable of deep emotional connection, romantic 

commitment, peacefulness, and morality. In vein with the modest and long-ignored, yet crucial 
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scholarship criticizing this duality, the present study finds terms like machismo and marianismo 

insufficient for mapping what gendered roles, values, practices and beliefs look like in Latin 

America.  

VI. Conclusions 

Much research broaching the topic of Latin American gender systems underscores the 

profoundly unequal relationships between men and women, oftentimes citing the concepts of 

machismo and marianismo. Despite the extreme and problematic nature of such labels in 

describing an entire continent's gender norms, a not inconsequential body of scholarly literature 

has portrayed Latin American women as moralistic, passive, asexual and subservient mothers 

and wives while describing Latino men as aggressive, abusive, emotionally stunted, and 

oversexed playboys. Yet closer examinations of local media representations and articulations of 

gender make obvious that the model of marianismo and machismo for explaining the Latin 

American gender identity is often “overstated, oversimplified, and lacks a sense of historical 

context and change” (O'Connor 9). Gender is much more than theory or ideology; it is a lived 

social and personal experience constantly in flux. Representations of women and men in the 

widely consumed genre of Mexican sensacionales offers an opportunity to explore Mexican 

gendered identities in the public imaginary and challenge the marianismo-machismo binary as an 

authentic cultural construct. While certain aspects of these representations do, in fact, conform to 

the machista-marianista model, more instances of major deviations from the marianismo-

machismo dichotomy are apparent. And while it would be absurd to deny that sexism, misogyny, 

and gendered hierarchies do not exist in Latin America, these elements are nearly universal 

symptoms of patriarchy and do not exclusively belong to one particular world region. Hence, it is 

important to consider the way terms like machismo and marianismo sustain a pathologizing 

racism towards a hugely diverse body of peoples. In analyzing the gendered images offered up 

by erotic comics and the manner in which those images simultaneously reinforce and negate the 

marianismo-machismo complex, we come to a deeper understanding of gender as “a subject, 

therefore, not unified but multiple, and not so much divided as contradicted” (de Lauretis 2). It is 

my hope that the discussion and analysis of gendered bodies within comics presented in this 

study will encourage future scholars to push past simplistic and overarching gender theorizing in 
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order to appreciate the nuanced complexity of Latin American gender identities and relations on 

a more meaningful level. 
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